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a gallery of interesting jupyter notebooks jupyter - this page is a curated collection of jupyter ipython notebooks that are
notable feel free to add new content here but please try to only include links to notebooks that include interesting visual or
technical content this should not simply be a dump of a google search on every ipynb file out, data analysis and
visualization using python pdf free - look at python from a data science point of view and learn proven techniques for
data visualization as used in making critical business decisions starting with an introduction to data science with python you
will take a closer look at the python environment and get acquainted with editors such as, 1 1 python scientific computing
ecosystem scipy lecture - 1 1 1 2 python s strengths batteries included rich collection of already existing bricks of classic
numerical methods plotting or data processing tools we don t want to re program the plotting of a curve a fourier transform
or a fitting algorithm, github vinta awesome python a curated list of awesome - a curated list of awesome python
frameworks libraries software and resources vinta awesome python, python for data analysis o reilly media - python for
data analysis is concerned with the nuts and bolts of manipulating processing cleaning and crunching data in python it is
also a practical modern introduction to scientific computing in python tailored for data intensive applications, pandas
ecosystem pandas 0 24 2 documentation - pandas ecosystem increasingly packages are being built on top of pandas to
address specific needs in data preparation analysis and visualization, the open source data science masters by
datasciencemasters - the open source data science masters curriculum for data science view on github download zip
download tar gz created maintained by clarecorthell founding partner of luminant data science consulting the open source
data science masters the open source curriculum for learning data science, matplotlib tutorial python plotting article
datacamp - to practice matplotlib interactively try the free matplotlib chapter at the start of this intermediate python course
or see datacamp s viewing 3d volumetric data with matplotlib tutorial to learn how to work with matplotlib s event handler api
what does a matplotlib python plot look like at first sight it will seem that there are quite some components to consider when
you start, r vs python for data science summary of modern advances - should you choose r or python for data science
thanks to recent advances made in both languages you really can t go wrong with either learn more here, ideas o reilly
media - what data scientists and data engineers can do with current generation serverless technologies the o reilly data
show podcast avner braverman on what s missing from serverless today and what users should expect in the near future,
python core foundations training class enthought - we kick off the class by exploring the functionality of the ipython shell
an enhanced interactive science centric console next we review the jupyter notebook a cell based environment that renders
scripts plots and rich media in a web like interface making it ideal for sharing and publishing analysis with peers, api
documentation pyldavis 2 1 2 documentation - doc topic dists array like shape n docs n topics matrix of document topic
probabilities doc lengths array like shape n docs the length of each document i e the number of words in each document the
order of the numbers should be consistent with the ordering of the docs in doc topic dists vocab array like shape n terms list
of all the words in the corpus used to train the model, top 15 python libraries for data science in 2017 - as python has
gained a lot of traction in the recent years in data science industry i wanted to outline some of its most useful libraries for
data scientists and engineers based on recent, big data ecosystem useful stuff - big data is one of the most inflated
buzzword of the last years technologies born to handle huge datasets and overcome limits of previous products are gaining
popularity outside the research environment, scipy lecture notes scipy lecture notes - tutorials on the scientific python
ecosystem a quick introduction to central tools and techniques the different chapters each correspond to a 1 to 2 hours
course with increasing level of expertise from beginner to expert, free learning free programming ebooks from packt - a
new free programming tutorial book every day develop new tech skills and knowledge with packt publishing s daily free
learning giveaway, python for scientists engineers training course - this class is intended for scientists and engineers
interested in using python for their day to day computational tasks these five days of highly interactive training will give you a
rock solid base to build high quality software in terms of both readability and performance, matlab mathworks matlab
simulink - millions of engineers and scientists trust matlab matlab combines a desktop environment tuned for iterative
analysis and design processes with a programming language that expresses matrix and array mathematics directly it
includes the live editor for creating scripts that combine code output and formatted text in an executable notebook, top 5
python ides for data science article datacamp - the top 5 development environments creating a list with just five
development environments for data science with python is a hard task you might not only want to consider the possible
learning curve price or built in downloadable features but you also might want to take into account the possibility to visualize

and report on your results or how easy a certain the environment is to, pay what you want the python master class
bundle - pay what you want the python master class bundle this 10 course 58 hour bundle is your a z guide to learning one
of today s most foundational coding languages, packages included in anaconda 4 3 1 for python version 3 5 - packages
included in anaconda 4 3 1 for python version 3 5 python version 3 5 number of supported packages 474, 2019 wnar ims jr
annual meeting - shiny is a framework in r for making interactive visualizations for the web nearly any plot in r can be made
into an interactive visualization by adding some simple interface elements and mapping these interface elements into the
plot, the best artificial intelligence training 100 practical - topics introduced in artificial intelligence is built on probability
theory and linear algebra of advanced mathematics you should have the understanding of probability theory comparable
which will be a major part of the introductory classes, why python is more relevant in 2019 than ever before - python is
called the swiss army knife of coding and it s not for nothing it has been one of the most sought after tools by data science
practitioners and continues to be despite an on and off with r today python is still the most popular dynamic versatile
interactive and remains one of the, python programming free computer programming - learning ipython for interactive
computing and data visualization this book is a beginner friendly guide to the python data analysis platform with data
analysis and numerical computing tutorials at your disposal it offers you the chance to discover how to make the most of
ipython right now, python programming fundamentals for class 11 and 12 - python programming fundamentals for class
11 and 12 introduction a programming language is an artificial language designed to communicate instructions to a machine
usually computer programming language is used to create programs i e set of instructions that control the behavior of a
machine and or to express algorithms precisely, which is the best alternative to matlab researchgate - matlab is an
excellent software but it is commercial and its price is very high other alternatives are available octave scilab freemat but
each one has pros and cons, def con 23 hacking conference speakers - def con 101 the panel mike petruzzi wiseacre
senior cyber security penetration tester nikita kronenberg not a security researcher def con pushpin plug russ rogers chief of
operations def con def con has changed for the better since the days at the alexis park, comparison of data analysis
packages r matlab scipy - lukas and i were trying to write a succinct comparison of the most popular packages that are
typically used for data analysis i think most people choose one based on what people around them use or what they learn in
school so i ve found it hard to find comparative information, steve blank startup tools - 1 startup tools click here 2 lean
launchpad videos click here 3 founding running startup advice click here 4 market research click here 5 life science click
here 6 china market click here startup tools getting started why the lean startup changes everything harvard business review
the lean launchpad online class free how to build a web startup, list of python software wikipedia - external links python
package index formerly the python cheese shop is the official directory of python software libraries and modules activestate
o reilly python cookbook contains hundreds of code samples for various tasks using python useful modules in the python
org wiki organizations using python a list of projects that make use of python ohloh open source projects in python, dog and
human inflammatory bowel nature microbiology - inflammatory bowel disease ibd is an autoimmune condition that is
difficult to diagnose and animal models of this disease have questionable human relevance 1 here we show that the
dysbiosis, digital tools for researchers connected researchers - find out how digital tools can help you explore the
literature back to top here is a collection of digital tools that are designed to help researchers explore the millions of
research articles available to this date, random walks down wall street stochastic processes in python - introduction a
random event is any event which has a chance of happening probability is the measure of that chance random variables are
functions which receive a random event and return a real number random variables may be discrete or continuous discrete
random variables are ones with a countable number of possible outcomes continuous random variables are ones which
have an infinite
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